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The Internet of Workers™ Platform

Workforce DiagnosticsTM

PUSHING EFFICIENCY ENTERPRISE-WIDE



DIGITAL VISIBILITY TO OPTIMIZE YOUR FACILITIES

Your Single Source for Truth and 
Continued Success 
Understanding the location and activity of everyone on site over time allows managers to identify 
trends, operational delays and upskilling opportunities. As the premiere workforce productivity solution 
for field workers, Workforce Diagnostics™ delivers accurate data to analyze and use to continuously 
optimize your frontline workforce.

Workforce Diagnostics™ gives you the right data to answer the most important questions:  

Who’s on site? 

Where are they? 

What are they doing? 

Do they have the necessary resources? 

How much time do they need? 

Previously unattainable data from the field is 
brought to light with weavix™. Use Workforce 
Diagnostics™ to verify man hours and time 
usage, resolve bottlenecks, perform worker 
studies accurately and discover outliers 
within your facility. 

Acurate Data.
Enhanced Productivity.

Real Results.



Using permissionable accessibility, LiveLook™ grants a real-time view into what’s happening anywhere 
in your facility. With filters and individualized profiles, management can drill-down for further insights, 
including craft, company, area and more. LiveLook™ provides a heatmap, satellite and 2D rendering of 
your facility to provide unmatched clarity with the views that work best for what you’re looking for. 

worker entered restricted area

worker clocked in at 06:00hr

Visualize everyone throughout your facility, digitally. LiveLook™ provides you with a real-time view of 
workers, contractors and more as they move through your facility to complete their responsibilities. 
With permission-based accessibility, drill-down by craft, company, location and more for unmatched 
insights into your workflows and activities on site. Display your facility information in a heatmap, 
satellite or 2D rendering to see what you’re looking for easily.  

Gain Complete Transparency into 
your Facilities with LiveLookTM

SEE YOUR FACILITY IN ACTION IN REAL-TIME

Review previously unattainable on-site data from your facilities to benefit your overall output. BackTrack™ 
securely acquires and displays historic location and activity data throughout your facilities to maintain 
optimal productivity enterprise-wide. Examine your on-site activities, procedures and workflows through 
an impartial lens to identify new solutions that drive e ciency at every level of your corporation. 

BackTrackTM  Lets You Learn from 
the Critical Moments

HISTORICAL VIEWPOINT OF YOUR WORKFORCE’S POSITIONING

Monitor on-site location, 
activity and movement

Gain real-time insight 
on project timelines and 
management

Identify who is near 
a ected areas in an 
emergency

Audit and refine current 
processes

Evaluate and optimize 
against current 
productivity levels

Review and verify 
incidents throughout 
the facility
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Bringing the Field to your 
Fingertips
EFFICIENCY DASHBOARDS MEASURE ENTERPRISE-WIDE PRODUCTIVITY

With our ready-made e ciency dashboards, Workforce Diagnostics™ allows you to dive deep into the 
data from your frontline to uncover transformative insights. Eectively manage all major aspects of 
your workers out in the field to always ensure maximum productivity. weavix™ provides you with the 
data to continue driving revenue without increasing downtime. Gain oversight over your facilities like 
never before to accomplish more than ever before with Workforce Diagnostics™. 

Passive, Always on Time Studies
MANAGE WORKER AND THEIR TIME WITH EASE

Can you confirm your workers or contract laborers are actually on site? Do you know that they are 
spending their shift in working areas and not in break rooms or vehicles? Workforce Diagnostics™
delivers all of this information within the e ciency dashboards to provide real-time worker studies. 

Track worker time in working areas

Monitor productivity by company,
craft or individual

Know number of people on site

Track total man hours over a date 
and time range



Communication Powers
Productivity

Every Workforce Diagnostics™ plan comes with Smart 
Radio™, the premier collaboration suite for field workers, 
included. Through collaboration, your corporation can 
upskill your workforce and keep them connected, safe and 
accountable. With the most advanced multimedia 
collaboration capabilities, your workforce can work together 
bbetter, easier and faster to benefit your enterprise. 

Invite workers from any crew, 
company or location to 
connect and keep 
productivity up. 

Locate and retrieve a missing 
walt™ Smart Radio with map-
enabled device monitoring. 

Collaboration
Boosts E ciency

Where’s walt™? Global Directory
Make Push-to-Talk, Push-to-
Picture and Push-to-Video 
available for everyone out in 
the field.  

PT3 Collaboration

Streamline your facility entries and exits into a 
seamless, hassle-free process. 

Digital Registration

?

With an accuracy rating of up 
to 90%, translate between all 
major languages automatically.

Build custom forms that 
collect and share information 
with the rest of your 
corporation.

Execute repeat procedures 
based on location, 
submissions and more to 
maximize e ciency. 

Language Translation
and Dictation

Workflow
Automations

Forms and
Integrations

GO FULL CIRCLE WITH SMART RADIO™ 
AND WORKFORCE DIAGNOSTICS™  



Available on iOS and Android, take the full functionality 
of weavix™ with you wherever you go. Connect with your 
workers and monitor on-site activities through your 
smartphone. 

weavixTM Mobile 
Application

Bridge the divide between your field workers and o ce 
sta  with the weavix™ web console. With any wi-fi 
connection, weavix™ brings your frontline to your 
computer screen. 

weavix™ Web Console

COLLABORATE CONVENIENTLY

THE OFFICE MEETS THE FIELD

Built Stronger to Get Work Done 

Where collaboration meets productivity, you get walt™, industry’s most 
advanced smart radio. walt™ provides your field workers with 
unprecedented multimedia collaboration capabilities and makes 
previously unattainable data a reality. Perfect for optimizing workflows 
and maximizing productivity, walt™ is the digital tool needed to get the 
full benefit of Workforce Diagnostics™. 

Surpassing legacy radios in both design and functionality, walt™ 
delivers the most advanced collaboration capabilities in any industrial 
workplace. With its rugged design, modular feel and communal grab-
and-go capabilities, walt™ is the perfect fit for any job site for any field crew. 

THE SMART RADIO BRINGING VISIBILITY INTO YOUR FACILITIES

Class 1 Div. 2 & ATEX 212 
Safety Rating

Industry-Ready Smart 
Radios

Glove-Friendly, Modular 
Design

Free Upgrades, Repairs 
and Replacements for Life



™ 

The Internet of Workers™ is uniquely designed for 
the frontline workforce, oering a competitive 
advantage for those out in the field. Just like how 
IoT builds new technology to digitally transform 
machines, IoW does the same but at the benefit 
of the human worker.  

RRather than an “automation first” concentration, 
IoW engages the workforce with an entire 
ecosystem of digital connectivity. Enhanced 
productivity, collaboration and safety within the 
workplace is made possible only with the weavix™ 
IoW platform. 

Made Possible 
with the Internet 
of Workers

 

*All product and company names are trademarks™ or registered® trademarks of their respective holders. Use of them 
does not imply any a liation with or endorsement by them.


